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Figures: Chapter 4 
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Figure 4.3 The textual and metatextual levels of language 
Concrete state of existence Language symbol Metatextual or connotative level 
Flower Red rose Love - cultural, poetic and personal 
Pain (thorns) - cultural, poetic and personal 
New Labour - UK cultural (up until 2008) 
10 
Figures: Chapter 5 
11 
Figure 5.1 `Take, o take those lips away' 
Lines 
Take, o take those lips away 1 
that so sweetly were forsworn, 2 
And those eyes, the break of day 3 
lights that do mislead the morn: 4 
But my kisses bring again, bring again; 5 
Seals of love, but seal 'd in vain, seal 'd in vain. 6 
12 
Figure 5.2 Metrical ambiguity in `Take, o take those lips away' 
a) Alternative scansions 
Version 1 
Take, o /take those /lips a/way 
//// 
That so/sweetly/were for/sworn, 
And those/eyes, the /break of/ day 
//// 
Lights that/do mis/lead the /morn: 
But my/kisses/ bring a/gain, / bring a/gain; 
Seals of/love, but/seal'd in /vain, /seal'd in/ vain. 
Version 3 
Take, o/ take those/ lips away 
That so sweet/ly were/ forsworn, 
And those eyes, / the break /of day 
Lights that/ do mis/lead the/morn: 
But my kiss/es bring/ again, / bring/ again; 
Seals of/ love, hut/ seal'd in/vain, / seal'd in/vain. 
Version 4 Catherine Ing's scansion 
Scansion Rhyme scheme 
Line 1 ///x/x/ a 
Line2 \\/x/x/ b 
Line2 \\/x/x/ a 
Line4 /\\x/x/ b 
Line5 /x/x/x/ c 
Repeat /x/c 
Line6 /x/x/x/ c 
Repeat /X/ c 
Version 2 
/-/-/ 
Take, o take/ those lips/ away 
--/-/-/ 
That so sweet/ly were/ forsworn, 
--/-/-/ 
And those eyes, / the break/of day 
--/-/-/ 
Lights that do/ mislead/the morn: 
--/-/-//-/ 
But my kiss/es bring/ again, / bring /again; 
--/-/-//-/ 
Seals of love/, but seal'd/in vain, /seal'd/ in vain. 




l= foot divisions in line 





Figure 5.2 continued 
b) Explanation 
Version 1- Duple metre: three-and-a-half or four trochaic feet 
(stressed/unstressed syllable). In the first four lines, this can be seen as either tri- 
metrical or tetra-metrical depending on whether the caesuras in lines 1 and 5 are 
considered an unvoiced syllable. 
Version 2- Mixed metre: one anapaestic foot (two unstressed syllables/stressed 
syllable) followed by two iambic feet (unstressed/stressed syllable). It could be 
argued that in the first four lines this combination of anapaestic and iambic feet 
is tri-metrical. 
Version 3-A combination of both Versions 1 and 2, with semi-stresses making 
this the most metrically ambiguous. In all versions, the repetitions in the final 
rhyming couplet add to the metrical complexity. Depending on scansion, the 
final two lines are either a type of pentameter (five feet) or possibly even 
hexameter (six feet). 
Version 4- Catherine Ing's scansion. As has been noted in Chapter 4, Ing does 
not follow the usual poetic convention of dividing the lines into poetic feet 
because she believed that `airs use long rhythmical units.. . and this encouraged 
poets towards complex arrangements of stressing rather than toward simple feet. 
There are no lyric poems of this era that can be scanned in simple feet'. ' 
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15 
Figure 5.4 The International Phonetic Alphabet 
a) Vowels 
IPA Examples 
A cup, luck 
a: arm, father 
eel cat, black 
a away, cinema 
e met, bed 
3: turn, learn 
i hit, sitting 
i: see, heat 
p hot, rock 
call, four 
u put, could 
u: blue, food 
ai five, eye 
au now, out 
au go, home 
ea where, air 
ei say, eight 
is near, here 
31 boy, join 
ua pure, tourist 
16 
Figure 5.4 continued 
b) Consonants 
IPA Examples 
b bad, lab 
d did, lady 
f find, if 
q give, flag 
h how, hello 
j yes, yellow 
k cat, back 
leg, little 
m man, lemon 
n no, ten 
q sing, finger 
p pet, map 
r red, try 
s sun, miss 
J she, crash 
t tea, getting 
tj check, church 
8 think, both 
a this, mother 
V voice, five 
V4 wet, window 
z zoo, lazy 
3 pleasure, vision 
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Figure 5.8 Poetic variants -'Take 1' and `Take 2' 
`Take 1' autograph 
Take 0 take those lips away 
That so sweetly were forsworn 
And those eyes the break of day 
Lights that do mislead the morn 
But my kisses bring again, bring again - 
Seals of love, but seal'd in vain, seal'd in vain. 
`Take 2' frontispiece 
Take, 0, take those lips away, 
That so sweetly were forsworn; 
And those eyes, the break of day, 
Lights that do mislead the morn: 
But my kisses bring again, bring again; 
Seals of love, but seal'd in vain, seal'd in vain! 
Take I' score 
Take, o take those lips away, 
That so sweetly () were forsworn, 
And those eyes, the break of day 
Lights that do mislead the morn 
But my kisses bring again, bring again, 
Seals of love, but seal'd in vain, seal'd in vain. 
`Take 2' score 
Take, 0 take those lips away 
That so sweetly were forsworn, 
And those eyes, the break of day 
Lights that do mislead the morn. 
But my kisses bring again, bring again, 
Seals of love, but seal'd in vain, seal'd in vain! 
'Take 2' autograph - string quartet version 
Take, oh, take those lips away, 
That so sweetly were forsworn; 
And those eyes, the break of day, 
Lights that do mislead the morn: 
But my kisses bring again, Bring again 
Seals of love, but seal'd in vain, Seal'd in vain. 
Points to note: 
Changes in capitalisation and the way words are presented - `o', `oh', and `0' 
Changes in end-stopping and enjambment 
`Take 1' score: the (, ) in the middle of line 2 is probably a photocopying glitch 
21 
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Figures: Chapter 6 
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Figure 6.1 Variants of `SNML' - frontispiece, score, autograph 
a) Frontispiece to the first edition 
Sigh no more, ladies, sigh no more, 
Men were deceivers, ever; 
One foot in sea and one on shore, 
To one thing constant never. 
Then sigh not so, but let them go 
And be you blithe and bonny, 
Converting all your sounds of woe 
Into Hey nonny, nonny! 
Sing no more ditties, sing no mo, 
Of dumps so dull and heavy: 
The fraud of men was ever so 
Since summer first was leavy. 
Then sigh not so, but let them go 
And be you blithe and bonny, 
Converting all your sounds of woe 
Into Hey nonny, nonny! 
b) Autograph manuscript, and score of first edition 
Sigh no more, ladies, sigh no more; 
Men were deceivers ever. 
One foot in sea, and one on shore, 
To one thing constant never: 
Then sigh not so, but let them go, 
And be you blithe and bonny, 
Converting all your sounds of woe 
Into Hey nonny, hey nonny, hey nonny, hey nonny, hey nonny, nonny, nonny, nonny, nonny, nonny! 
Sing no more ditties, sing no moe 
Of dumps so dull and heavy; 
The fraud of men was ever so 
Since summer first was leavy: 
Then sigh not so, but let them go, 
And be you blithe and bonny, 
Converting all your sounds of woe 
Into Hey nonny, hey nonny, hey nonny, hey nonny, hey nonny, nonny, nonny, nonny, nonny, nonny! 
27 
Figure 6.2 Poetic scansion in `ST' 
a) Version 1 
/-/\/\/- Line 
O/ mistressl mine, / where are you! roaming? I 
0/ stay and! hear, your! true love's/ coming 2 
That can/sing both! high and! low: 3 
Trip no/ further / pretty! sweeting; 4 
Journeys! end in! lovers! meeting, 5 
Every/ wise man'sl son doth/ know. 6 
What isl love? 'tis/ not here/after; 7 
I-/// 
Present/ mirth hathl present/ laughter; 8 
What's tol come is /still unlsure: 9 
I-l-I'I 
In del lay there/ lies no / plenty; 10 
\\/-/-/ 
Then come/ kiss me, l sweet-andl-twenty! 11 
Youths al stuff will/ not en/dure. 12 
b) Version 2 
-/-/\/ Line 
O mist/ ress mine, / where are/ you roam/ ing? I 
\-//-/- 
O stay/ and hear, / your true/ love's coral ing 2 
That can/ sing both/ high and/ low: 3 
Trip nol further, / pretty/ sweeting; 4 
Journeys/ end inl lovers/ meeting, 5 
Every) wise man's/ son dothl know. 6 
--//-/ 
What is love? l 'tis not/ herelaftler; 7 
Present/ mirth hath /present/ laughter; 8 
\/-\-/ 
What's tol come is /still unlsure: 9 
In de/lay there/ lies no / plenty; 1(1 
--/-/-/- 
Then come/ kiss me,! sweet-and/-twenty! II 





/= foot divisions in line 
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Figure 6.4 Punctuation and sentence structure in `ST' 
a) Sentence structure 
Sentences Stanza 1 Line Stanza 2 Line 
1 0 mistress... roaming? 1 What is love? 7 
2 0 stay... doth know. 2-6 'tis not.. . sweet-and-twenty! 
7-11 
3 - Youth's... endure. 12 
b) Punctuation 
Punctuation Stanza 1- Line Stanza 2- Line 
Question mark 1 7 
Exclamation mark - 11 
Full stop 6 12 
Colon 3 9 
Semi-colon 4 7,8,10 
Mid-line caesura 1,2,4 (commas) 7 (question mark), 11 (comma) 
End-line comma 5 - 
Enjambed lines 2/3 - 
30 
Figure 6.5 Rhetorical modes of address in `ST' 
Rhetorical mode of address 
Stanza 1 
O Mistress mine, where are you roaming? Interrogative (question) 
O stay and hear, your true love's coming Imperative (directive) 
That can sing both high and low: Declarative (statement) 
Trip no further, pretty sweeting; Imperative (directive) 
Journeys end in lovers' meeting, Declarative (statement) 
Every wise man's son doth know. Declarative (statement) 
Stanza 2 
What is love? 'tis not hereafter; Interrogative (question)/declarative (statement) 
Present mirth hath present laughter; Declarative (statement) 
What's to come is still unsure: Declarative (statement) 
In delay there lies no plenty; Declarative (statement) 
Then come kiss me sweet-and-twenty! Exclamative (exclamation)/imperative (directive) 
Youth's a stuff will not endure. Declarative (statement) 
31 
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Figure 6.7 The melismatic motif in `ST' (Music Ex. 6.2. iii) 
Bar Line Syllables in line Syllable number Syllable 
Stanza l 
8 1 9 8 roam in 
14 3 7 3 sing 
15 3 7 6 and 
18 4 8 3 fur(ther) 
17 4 8 7 sweet (ing) 
23 5 8 5 lov(ers) 
24 5 8 7 meet in 
Stanza 2 
35 7 8 7 af(ter) 
41 9 7 3 come 
42 9 7 6 un(sure) 
45 10 8 3 (de)lay 
47 10 8 7 len t 
50 11 8 5 sweet 
51 11 8 7 twen t 
34 
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Figure 6.11 Musical presentation of important vocabulary in `SNML' 
a) Syllables from the word `deceivers' 
Bar Syllable Voice Piano 
Verse 1 
3 di: s Bb Ei maj 
5 3: r C Chrom sharpened 
5 di: Bb Eb maj 
5 si: Ab-G Eb maj/Chrom sharpened 
5 I3: '5 F Chrom sharpened 
6 V3: r Eb Ei maj 
7 si: A4-G Bb maj 
10 V3: r Bb Bb maj 
Refrains 
15 and 33 V3: r DII Incomplete 
Verse 2 
21 sl Fj Eb maj 
21 di Chrom flattened 
21 i: s Bb Chrom flattened 
22 Si G E) maj/Bb maj 
24 vi: Ei F, b maj/Bb maj 
26 V3: r C Ek maj/Bb maj 
26 SI C Eb maj/Bb maj 
27 3"r Bb Ei maj/Bb maj 
27 3: r C F) maj/Bb maj 
28 vi: Bb F) maj/Bb maj 
b) `One/was' slant rhyme 
Bar Beat Voice Piano 
Verse 1 
'One' 7 G Ei maj 
8 1 Bb Ei maj 
9 1 F E) maj/Bb maj 
Verse 2 
'Was' 25 2 (last quaver) F E4 maj/Bb maj 
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Figure 7.2 Poetic variants in `PRT': first edition and autograph MS 
a) Score - first edition 
Line 
It was a lover and his lass, 1 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 2 
That o'er the green cornfield did pass 3 
In the spring time, the only pretty ring time, 4 
When birds do sing 5 
Hey ding a ding ding, 6 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 7 
Between the acres of the rye, 8 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 9 
These pretty country folks would lie 10 
In the spring time, the only pretty ring time, 11 
When birds do sing 12 
Hey ding a ding ding, 13 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 14 
This carol they began that hour, 15 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 16 
How that a life was but a flow'r 17 
In the spring time, the only pretty ring time, 18 
When birds do sing 19 
Hey ding a ding ding, 20 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 21 
And therefore take the present time, 22 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 23 
For love is crowned with the prime 24 
In the spring time, the only pretty ring time, 25 
When birds do sing 26 
Hey ding a ding ding, 27 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 28 
50 
Figure 7.2 continued 
b) Frontispiece - first edition 
Line 
IT WAS a lover and his lass, 1 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 2 
That o'er the green cornfield did pass, 3 
In the spring time, 4 
The only pretty ring time, 5 
When birds do sing, 6 
Hey ding a ding, ding; 7 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 8 
Between the acres of the rye, 9 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 10 
These pretty country folks would lie, 11 
In the spring time, 12 
The only pretty ring time, 13 
When birds do sing, 14 
Hey ding a ding ding; 15 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 16 
This carol they began that hour, 17 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 18 
How that a life was but a flow'r 19 
In the spring time, 20 
The only pretty ring time, 21 
When birds do sing, 22 
Hey ding a ding ding; 23 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 24 
And therefore take the present time, 25 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 26 
For love is crowned with the prime 27 
In the spring time, 28 
The only pretty ring time, 29 
When birds do sing, 30 
Hey ding a ding ding; 31 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 32 
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Figure 7.2 continued 
c) Warlock's autograph MS: string quartet version 
Line 
It was a lover and his lass, 1 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 2 
That o'er the green cornfield did pass 3 
In the spring time, the only pretty ring time 4 
When birds do sing 5 
Hey ding a ding ding, 6 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 7 
Between the acres of the rye, 8 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 9 
These pretty country folks would lie 10 
In the spring time, the only pretty ring time, 11 
When birds do sing, 12 
Hey ding a ding ding, 13 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 14 
This carol they began that hour, 15 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 16 
How that a life was but a flow'r 17 
In the spring time, the only pretty ring time, 18 
When birds do sing 19 
Hey ding a ding ding, 20 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 21 
And therefore take the present time, 22 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 23 
For love is crowned with the prime 24 
In the spring time, the only pretty ring time, 25 
When birds do sing 26 
Hey ding a ding ding, 27 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 28 
The number of lines and the punctuation in the frontispiece is different from the score 
and the autograph MS. However, there are only a few minor discrepancies between the 
autograph and the score of the first edition, which relate to consistency in enjambment 
and end-stopping between VP2 and R2, and within R2. 
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Figure 7.3 `Poetic scansion and metrical structure of 'PRT' 
a) Version 1: my scansion 
Lines Syllables Feet Sections 
It was/ a lov/ er and/ his lass, 184VP1 
With a hey/ and a ho/ and a hey/ nonino, 2 12 4R1 
That o'er/ the green/ corn field/ did pass 384 VP2 
In the spring/time, the/ only/ pretty/ ring time, 4 11 5 R2 
/_/ 
When birds/ do sing/ 542 
Hey ding/ a ding ding, 652 
Sweet lovlers love/ the spring. 763 
Between/ the ad res of/ the rye, 884 VPI 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, (as in line 2) 9 12 4 RI 
These pre thy coup /tryfolks/ would lie 10 84 VP2 
In the spring time, the only pretty ring time, (as in Iine 4) 11 11 5 R2 
When birdsdo sing (as in Iine 5) 12 42 
Hey ding a ding, ding, (as in Iine 6) 13 52 
Sweet lovers love the spring. (as in line 7) 14 63 
This ca/rol they/ began/ that hour, 15 84VPI 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonlno, (as in line 2) 16 12 4 R1 
How that/a life/ was but/a flow'r 17 84 VP2 
In the spring time, the only pretty ring time, (as in Iine 4) 18 11 5 R2 
When birds do sing (as I ine 5) 19 42 
Hey ding a ding, ding, (as in Iine 6) 20 52 
Sweet lovers love the spring. (as in Iine 7) 21 63 
And there/fore take/the pre/sent time, 22 84VPI 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, (as in line 2) 23 12 4 RI 
For love) is crown led with/ the prime 24 84 VP2 
In the springtime, the only pretty ring time, (as in line 4) 25 115 R2 
When birds do sing (as in line 5) 26 42 
Hey ding a ding, ding, (as in Iine 6) 27 52 
Sweet lovers love the spring. (as in line 7) 28 63 
Key: /= stressed; -= unstressed; \= semi-stressed; /= foot divisions in line 
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Figure 7.3 continued 
b) Version 2: Ing's scansion of the verse lines' 
Linel x/x/x/x/ 
Linea x/x/\\x/ 
Key: /= stressed; x= unstressed; \= semi-stressed 
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Figure 7.8 Temporal interaction and retrospective connecting devices 
a) R2/2 (Si) 
Key: /= poetic stress; A= poetic semi-stress: -= poetic un-stress: /= poetic foot division; = har line 
R2/2 
4/4 Bar 9 Bar 10 Bar 11 
J? JJ J/ ;)JJ 
//// 
When birds/ do sing/ Hey ding/ a ding, ding, / 




Bb Bb Eb 
With a hey/ 
R2/1 
Bar 7 liar S 
ýýiý 
Bb Bb El' 
ýý/ 
In (the) spring 
R2/2 
Bar 11 
Bb Bb Db 
ding/ a ding, 
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Figure 7.8 continued 
c) R2/2 and R2/3 - The rhyming couplet (S4) 
R2/2 
Bar 44 / Bar 45 / Bar 46 
When birds/ do sing/ Hey ding/ a ding, ding, / 
R2/3 
Bar 46 (coil. ) / liar 47 / Bar 48 
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Figure 7.10 Important vocabulary in `PRT' 
a) `Love' 
Vocabulary Voice Accompaniment 
Stanza 1 
VPI lover Bb -G E. major 
Stanza 4 
VP2 love Eb Bb major 
R2 All stanzas 
lovers Si and S3 D-G 
S2 and S4 F-G 
Eö major 
love 0 Eb major 
b) `Time' (a1) - sonic and semantic associations 
Vocabulary Voice Accompaniment 
R2 All stanzas 
time (a') Db Mixolydian/Db major 
time (al) Bb Eb major 
Stanza 2 
VP1 rye (al) Bb Eb major 
VP2 lie (at) D4 Bb major 
Stanza 3 
VPI hour (semantic) Bb Eb major 
VP2 life (al) C Bb major 
Stanza 4 
VPl present (semantic) A6- C Ek major 
time (at) Bb E) major 
VP2 prime (a") D4 Bb major 







VP! carol G-Ab Eb major 
R1 All stanzas 
hey Fi Eb major E6 major 
ho C 0 major Fi major 
hey Bb Eb major E) major 
nonino Ab -G-F 0 major Ei major 
R2 All stanzas ring (pun) Bb Ek major S2, S3 Mixolydian 
sing C Eb major Ei major 
Hey Fb Eb major Ek major 
ding a Bb-Bb E6 major S3 Db major 
ding Db Dk major Eb major 
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Figure 7.13 `Mockery' - poetic scansion in score of the first edition 
Key: /= stressed; \= send-stressed; `= unstressed; /= foot divisions in line 
When dail sies pied, land vio /lets blue, 
And la/ dy-smocks / all sil /ver-white, 
And cuclkoo-buds/ of yell low hue 
Do paint/ the mea /dows with/ delight, 
The cuc /koo then Ion eve Iry tree 
Mocks mar /ried men, /for thus/ sings he, 
Cuckoo, / cuckoo! / 0 word/ of fear, 
Unplea /sing to/ a mar /ried ear! 
When shep/ herds pipe/ on oat /en straws, 
And mer /ry larks/ are plough /men 's clocks, 













And mai /dens bleach/ their sum /mer smocks, 12 
The cuckoo then, on every tree, (as in line 5) 13 
Mocks married men, for thus sings he, (as in line 6) 14 
Cuckoo, cuckoo! 0 word of fear, (as in line 7) 15 
Unpleasing to a married ear! (as in line 8) 16 
77 
Figure 7.14 `TSOTY' - poetic scansion in the score of first edition 
Key: /= stressed; \= semi-stressed; -= unstressed; /= foot divisions in line 
When daf /fodils/ begin/ to peer, 
With heigh! l the do /xy over/ the dale, 
/ 
Why then/ comes in/ the sweet/ o 'the year, 






The white/ sheet bleac /king on/ the hedge, 5 
With heigh! / the sweet birds, / 0, howl they sing! 6 
Doth set/ my pug /ging tooth/ an edge, 7 
--ý-I--ý--ý 
For a quart/ of ale/ is a dish/ for a king. 8 
The lark!, that ti ! rra-lir Ira chants, 9 
With heigh!! with heigh!! the thrush! and the jay, 10 
Are sum ! mer songs ! for me! and my aunts, 11 
While we! lie tumb ! ling* in! the hay. 12 
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Music examples: Chapter 5 
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Musical examples 5.1 Figures and motifs in `Take 1' 
i) Arpeggiated figure 
1 
Piano G: -) !. 1, tZ. -i 
-.. oe b1,, 1 
ii) Ascending/descending semiquaver figure 
Piano 
iii) Ascending three quaver/triplet motif 
3 
Piano 
iv) Tied minim/quaver motif 
5 




Musical examples 5.1 continued 
v) Dotted quaver/semiquaver motif 
15 
Voice 
do mis - 





Musical examples 5.2 Figures and motifs in `Take 2' 






ii) Soaring crotchet/quaver figure 
9 
Voice 
mis - lead the 
ýý 
piano 





Lights- that do mis - 
ýý 




Musical examples 5.2 continued 
v) Tied dotted crotchet/quaver motif 
Voice 




vii) Lilting motif 
13 













Music examples: Chapter 6 
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Musical examples 6.1 Cross-rhythms in `ST' 
i) Cross-rhythms in the introduction 
2 
Piano 
ii) 3/8 metre 
Piano 





Musical examples 6.2 Figures and motifs in `ST' 




ýýr k1,4 p 




»f , fi p olý KM, ,1 zy 1 
9-) qw -ý ' 
ii) Three quaver figure 
5 
Voice 
0 mis - tress 





Musical examples 6.3 Metrical elements and chromaticism in `SNML' 
i) Ascending/descending quaver figure and changing time signatures 
Piano 
ii) Vocal chromaticism 
12 
Voice 
iii) Voice and piano: chromatic comparison of verses 1 and 2 and the setting of `no' 





Musical examples 6.3 continued 




sigh not so, but let them go, And be- you blithe and 
ýý 
Piano 
micr zýf iýj 
11 I r-" J 11 f-ýýý1 _1 
11 11--ý k1 
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Music examples: Chapter 7 
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Musical examples 7.1 Accompaniment figures and motifs in 'l RT' 
i) Ascending/descending quaver figure 
Piano 










. .,..,...... y ...,., .... r ........ ...... ý walking hass parauct 
sixths 














Musical examples 7.2 Vocal phrases, figures and motifs in'PR'1'' 
i) Ascending/descending quaver figure 
a 
Voice 







And there - fore take 
n 





the pres - ent 
With a hey and a 
iii) Foursquare crotchet figure 
6 
Voice 
ho and a hey no - ni - no, 
green corn field did pass 
iv) Voc. D- descending phrase 
43 
Voice 
spring time, the 




F) I) F) I) 










ding a ding ding, Sweet 
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Musical examples 7.2 continued 




For love is crown - ed with the prime 





















ding a ding ding, Sweet 
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Musical examples 7.3 Shifting metres and cross-rhythms in `l'RT' 











110 -ni no, For 
Link between VPI and R2 
R2 
-- -- ý_ i-A r 
prime In the spring 
ýrr 
-- -ý -- 
Inp pp (verýv c 
t 
--- -- - ------ -ý -t _ 




Link between VPI and R2 
18 
Z 

















Musical examples 7.3 continued 




Musical examples 7.4 References to UUBB in `PRT' 





















































Musical examples 7.5 `Mockery' 








I insistent quavers 
ý 
ti r _r-ý_ i 
k.. Li 










1`2 Yla fll40 n !I to 1140 A"9 `i'0ý 9 bor v- -1 - -ýj 
n 
s mar-vied men, for thus sings he, 
b 
8-----------------------------------------I 
#ý- ý ýýs-- ý- ý. 




IN b'a Mh"ZE -n7: ". 
ii) Expressive differentiation between piano and voice 
Voice 
Fast and in strict time 
I 
r a - lets blue, 
Piano 
ý b. 5- 
__rý - -- 
ýý 





I iýý ,y lj2j: 4 ý 
interruption of insistent quaver rhythm 
ý 
4-,. 7R- hý i.. ýý 
ý Dý 
non-staccato quavers 
in the voice 
setup staccalissimo e senza Ped. 









staccato quavers requested in the piano 











Musical examples 7.5 continued 
iii) The cuckoo effect - dissonant falling thirds 
21 
b`=_ 'ý bi bº 
v 
ý 







11 In a 
_... A ý-_ Il I 
V' "1 
mar - tied men, for thus sings I 
SM ------------------------------------------------------------1 
-REP 
r ý ý1 -6 
ý- 
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Musical examples 7.6 `TSOTY' 
i) Tied dotted crotchet/crochet motif 
6 
Voice "1 
ii) Tied dotted crotchet/quaver motif 
8 
Voice 




With heigh! the dox 




Musical examples 7.6 continued 
v) Melismatic motif and the three quaver figure 
3 
Voice r iý 
daf - fo - dils be 









Heseltine's poetry and prose 
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Appendix Al' 
Thou knowest Lord that we are weak 
0, give us strength to conquer sin 
That we may crush all evil down 
And finally prevail and win. 
Teach us to help our fellow men 
Comfort their sorrow bear their toil 
Not only when it suits ourselves 
But when some pleasure it may spoil 
Whate'er our hand doth find to do 
Teach us to do with all our might 
And there's no evil e'er so small 
That one of us hath not to fight 
To keep us in the narrow way 
Till life's last spark is fled and gone 
That in the end thou mayest say 
To each of us "Soldier, well done. " 
And if, 0 lord, we follow thee 
Let us not lose our lasting place 
In heaven, where perfect rest is found 
And we behold you face to face. 
Appendix A22 
I There's a house called the Bromwydd quite near Rhydspence Inn 
And there lives Miss H Dew who's horribly thin 
She cuts Mrs Richings who has horrible itchings. 
She won't look or speak to her. 0 Helen Dew. 
2 Once cycling with someone she found he had said 
He'd ride with Mrs Richings which man she cut dead 
Up came Mister Richings with horrible itchings 
And road [sic] all the way with them. 0 Helen Dew. 
3. Once riding alone down a very steep hill, 
Through mooning and carelessness had a bad spill. 
You cut Mrs Richings who had horrible itchings, 
So this is what comes of it. 0 Helen Dew. 
4. So for being so rude to the wife of the priest, 
You had this bad spill and was nearly deceased. 
You cut Constance Richings, who had awful itchings. 
So this is what comes of it. 0 Helen Dew. 
' Letter: 19 March 1906. Heseltine to Mother. Add MS 57958. 
2 Letter: 1 October 1905. Heseltine to Mother. Add MS 57958. 
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Appendix A33 
There's a railway down in Cornwall 
Called the Liskeard & Looe 
it's an independent company 
But never pays a sou 
It has three wretched engines 
Which are always breaking down 
And it runs from Liskeard station 
To the middle of Looe town 
Chorus: Paddy widdy woddy widdy bow wow wow 
Oh who would live in horrid Truro? 
With a buzz buzz buzz and a boo hoo hoo 
Oh who would live on the Liskeard & Looe? 
(Now Lord Bampfield lived at Truro 
And said it was so nice 
But really it's a horrid town 
All overrun with mice) 
He said it* was Great Western (* the L&LR) 
And he would never own 
Although all people told him, it 
Had engines of its own 
It only has five carriages 
But more like cattle trucks 
Which if the board of trade had seen 
There would have been a rux* (* row) 
But one day Mr Bampfield 
Was travelling to Looe 
By this horrid little railway 
Which never paid a sou 
But when he got to Causeland 
This wretched train fell down 
Into a little river which the passengers did drown 
Our noble hero tried to swim 
But failed, so then he sighed 
The waters closing o'er his head 
He bowed his head & died. 
Appendix A44 
Now, if Mrs Edwards had a son and she christened him - 
SAMUEL, WALTER, IFF, NEVIL, EDWARDS 
SWINE 
His ---- would spell the above word 
Now if Mrs Walters called her child 
SAMUEL, OLIVER WALTERS You can see what his would spell, but if Mrs Gabbe had a son and 
called him - Philip, Ift, Gabbe 
PIG 
You can see what the ---- would spell. Nigel knows a boy whose name is Willoughby Chapman so on his 
box is written W. C. 
Letter signed `Your very loving wooley lambkin Philip A Heseltine'. 
3 Letter: 29 October 1905. Heseltine to Mother. Add MS 57958. 
° Letter: 1 September 1904. Heseltine to Mother. Add MS 57958. 
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Appendix A55 
There once was a small boy called Walter 
Who chanted sweet chants from a psalter 
When told he must stop 
Away he did hop 
With his song-book, his hymn book & psalter. 
Appendix A66 
There was an old captain at sea 
Who wondered what dinner would be, 
As he stood on the poop 
He said `Cookesley's Soup, ' 
`Dinners' Overture's soup eh? ' (Suppe) for me! ' 
Heseltine adds: 'Suppe was famous for his overtures and the beginning or overture to a dinner is soup'. 
Appendix A77 
Heseltine sent his mother, `one verse of the words of a song (to the tune of "Trelawny") I have 
composed'. 
When the streets are blocked 
And filled and chocked 
With many a `bus & horse 
And you think `0 for 
What a beastly bore 
I cannot get across' 
Why don't you go 
To the tube down below 
And take the tuppeny train 
To Baker Street or Waterloo 
To the Banks or Chancery Lane 
CHOROUS [sic] 
All change for the Central London Line 
For Bank or Chancery Lane 
For Richmond, Kew 
Or Waterloo 
What ho! For the tuppeny train 
5 From Heseltine's working notebooks. Add MS 57967. 
6 Letter: 8 March 1908. Add MS 57959. 
' Letter: 22 February 1906. Add MS 57958. 
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Appendix A88 
My mind at the present moment is fitly comparable to the blurred humming of the distant peal of bells 
whose slow, monotonous droning seems to blend with the grey, listless sky and the still trees, and the far- 
off, shadow-like hills in an atmosphere of intolerable dejection and lifelessness on this late summer 
Sunday evening. Over the wide landscape there hangs a false mood of peace - something seems to have 
died -or gone out - and there is no peace, but only a wary restlessness. My head feels as though it were 
filled with a smoky vapour or a poisonous gas which kills all the finer impressions before they can 
penetrate to me and stifles every thought, every idea before it is born... It is a feeling that has been 
enveloping me little by little for many months past... One lives perpetually behind a veil. I watch the sun 
go down behind the hills, flooding the broad valley with a glory of golden light that would in former days 
have made my whole being vibrate with its beauty - but I wait in vain for that old, ecstatic feeling. The 
colour and intensity of these pictures have become things external to me - they are no longer reflected in 
me -I can no longer merge myself in the 'stimmung' of Nature around me -I can only gaze wistfully 
from afar, at her beauteous pageantry -I can no longer take part in it - and so am debarred from the 
greatest - perhaps the only - source of joy, solace and inspiration that Life offers me... Creative thought 
or work - or anything remotely approximating thereto, is entirely impossible, and the chance of their 
becoming so seem every day more remote - yet without them existence - for all who desire them - is 
void and desolate ... 
Here the war-cloud looms over one like some sinister bird, poised and ready to 
pounce upon its hapless prey. This black influence alone is enough to quench every artistic impulse in all 
but the very strongest. 
Appendix A99 
This Cornish coast is strange and sinister - one feels that there is nothing superfluous in the country... it 
has been stripped down to its bare essentials. One could not deceive oneself in a place of this nature. The 
winds seem to search out one's very heart - and if one is weak and failing, it is not good pretending to 
oneself - Christian wise - that weakness is strength! There is a wealth of sombre colour in the landscape. 
The bare branches of the trees and hedgerows have all a kind of winter coat of a reddish tint which they 
put on to protect themselves from the excess slat and damp air.... This dull red is the predominant hue - it 
is emphasised by the redness of the soil which is just now being ploughed up. And at sunset (on a clear 
evening one sees the sun sink right into the sea) everything becomes a burning red - even the grass seems 
to have a layer of red over the green. On the greyest, dullest days, a faint bluish-red comes filtering 
through the cloud-masses. All the roads ... are cut very 
deep down in the rock, below field level - and on 
that road, at the level of the field grow the high hedge of evergreen Tamarisk - so that one is always 
overshadowed. On the uplands, there are scarcely any shrubs or trees, the hedges are replaced by stone- 
walls, built in an intricate and very beautiful herringbone pattern. It is all stark, elemental, rather 
cheerless and repelling, if one wanted to assimilate it, identify oneself with it, but for a while invigorating, 
cleansing - essentially a country for deliberation at a turning-point rather than settled work - at least I 
find it so. 
8 Letter: 22 August 1915. Heseltine to Delius. Smith 2000: 179-183. (My ellipsis). 
v Letter: 11 February 1916. Ibid. 200-2. (My ellipsis). 
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Appendix A1010 
REMOURSEFULL [sic] RETROSPECTION 
A signpost at the fork o' the road - 
Two white arms a-poise - 
On a bank behind, upon the sunshine, 
A golden noise 
Of gorse rings out aflame..... 
On a cross set by the roadside 
Hangs a dismal man 
While a lark above him, fluttering and twittering 
Asks how he can 
Play at such a queer game 
`Alas in the bridal bed, I 
Slew my purple love, 
For which I cannot sufficiently crucify myself, 
Or remove 
The black brand of shame'.... 
Then up comes a black man 
And `Ha' and `Ho' says he, 
`I see nothing half as black as the face 
God gave me, 
And that's a fine face, I claim! ' 
Over the sun-strewn 
A wild girl dances 
And casts on the man so glib and glum 
Merry glances, 
And bids him tell his name. 
Then, on a sudden, what with 
The black man and the girl and the sun, 
`CRIPES', he says, `What the Hell am I doing? 
What's done is done, 
Whosoever's to blame. 
Do you suppose I'm Jesus 
Saving humanity, 
Or Judas Iscariot, expiating himself? 
(What vanity! ) 
For you know it's all the same. 
No, I am an ordinary 
Thief, and old Pilate 
Never caught me, yet here I am! Now isn't that 
Something to smile at? 
Down with this bloody frame! 
We're three fine vagabonds. 
The wind and the rain 
And empty purses don't matter a damn. Let's go 
Thieving again! 
(Oh, but it's good you came)! 
10Letter: 16 April 1917. Heseltine to Nichols. Add MS 57795. 
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Now for the rest of time 
We'll wander over 
Open country, lie in the fields of 
Sainfoin and clover, 
And sing ourselves to fame. 
And whenever we see a signpost 
With white arms a-poise 
Like a blooming crucifix, trying to lead 
Wild girls and boys 
By the hard road to town 
Of smoke and sacrifices, pretending 
Moors are trespassers' land, 
We'll climb up the bank behind it, when not looking, 
Into the sunshine, and 
Pull the bloody thing down! ' 
Appendix All" 
A RHYME OF HY BRASIL. AND. THE. FIXED. WILL. (To be read in one breath) 
You'll never come to H5-Brasil', 
A piskie whispers through your hair, 
`By bending to another's will. 
For picks and packs you may not bear 
Across the sea to Hy-Brasil'. 
And you may sweat and your may swear 
And swink and thing until you're ill 
And die before you're aware 
There's such a place as Hß-Brasil. 
So have a care, have a care... 
From Trewey Down and Zennor Hill 
You'd ride a puffin through the air 
And circle over Hy-Brasil. 
But now from city windows stare - 
There's not a sign of H9-Brasil. 
As if to drive you to despair 
The fog sits on your windowsill 
You take a map and seek the rare 
The golden land of Hy-Brasil, 
You cannot find it anywhere. 
The Faery Isle eludes you still... 
You say it simply is not there, 
And raise a mister you must kill 
(And if you dare, and if you dare) 
And lay his bones in Hy-Brasil 
Or he will hunt you like a hare 
Or grind you in his grisly mill 
And seat you in his lurid lair 
So never dare to rest until 
You let the Piskie in your hair 
Whisk you away t'wards H5-Brasil 
By your desire, against your will. 
(Zennor April 15) 
Heseltine provided the following definitions: `Piskie = Cornish form of pixie, a kind of elf. 
H9-Brasil = the golden land in the western sea beyond the sunset, in Cornish tales'. 




I watched the moon set in a sea of golden gloom 
Like a soft horn-tone, merging in the twilight chord: 
Yet in the sickle image of the moon a sword 
Lurks, and the horn but echoes trumpet shrieks of doom. - 
And men exult to drink the darkness of the tomb. 
To pay the great price for the steely mastery, 
And score to live and dream, and taste the ecstasy 
The moon shed, singing in a sea of sable gloom. 
'Z Letter: 12 October 1914. Heseltine to Nichols. Add MS 57795. 
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Appendix B 
Discourses and poems: early English song composers 
158 
Appendix B1 Robert Jones' 
I must admit I was not unwilling to embrace the conceits of such gentlemen as were earnest to have me 
apparel these ditties for them: which though intended for their private recreation, never meaning they 
should come to light, were yet content upon entreaty to make the encouragements of this my first 
adventure, whereupon I was almost glad to make my small skill known to the world, presuming that if my 
cunning failed me in the music, yet the words might speak for themselves ... my chiefest care was to 
fit 
the Note to the Word. 
Appendix B2 Robert Jones2 
Almost all our knowledge is drawn through the senses: they are the soul's intelligencers whereby she 
passeth into the world and the world into her, and amongst them, there is none so learned as the ear, none 
hath obtained so excellent an art, so delicate, so abstruse, so spiritual, that it catcheth up wild sounds in 
the air and brings them under a government not to be expressed but done, and done by no skill but its 
own. There is music in all things, but every man cannot find it out, because of his own jarring; he must 
have a harmony in himself that should go about it, and then he is in a good way, as he that hath a good ear 
is in a good forwardness to our faculty. Conceit is but a well-tun'd fancy, done in time and place: an 
excellent sentence is but a well-tun'd reason well nit together: polity, or the subject thereof, a 
commonwealth, is but a well-tun'd song where all parts do agree and meet together, with full consent and 
harmony, one serving other and every one themselves in the same labour. 
Appendix B3 Thomas Campian3 
What epigrams are in poetry, the same are ayres in music ... they are short and well seasoned. But to clog 
a light song with a long praeludium is to corrupt the nature of it ... 
The lyric poets among the Greeks and 
Latins were the first inventors of ayres, tying themselves strictly to the number and value of their 
syllables, of which sort you shall find here only one song in Sapphic verse; the rest are after the fashion of 
the time, ear-pleasing rhymes, without art. The subject of them is, for the most part, amorous: and why 
not amorous songs, as well as amorous attires? Or why not new ayres, as well as new fashions... 
But there are some who, to appear more deep and singular in their judgment, will admit no music 
but that which is long, intricate, bated with fugue, chained with syncopation, and where the nature of 
every word is expressed in the note... But childish observing of words is altogether ridiculous, and we 
ought to maintain as well in notes as in action, a manly carriage, gracing no word, but that which is 
eminent and emphatical. Nevertheless, as in poesy we give the pre-eminence to the Heroical Poem, so in 
music we yield the chief place to the grave and well invented Motet, but not to every harsh and dull 
confused fantasy, where in multitude of points the harmony is quite drowned. 
Appendix B4 Thomas Campian4 
Out of many songs which, partly at the request of friends, partly for my own recreation, were by me long 
since composed, I have now enfranchised a few, sending them forth divided, according to their different 
subjects, into several books. The first are grave and pious: the second, amorous and light ... Short ayres, if they be skilfully framed and naturally expressed, are quick and good epigrams in 
poesy, many of them showing as much artifice and breeding as great difficulty as a larger poem ... In these English ayres, I have chiefly aimed to couple my words and notes lovingly together, 
which will be much for him to do that hath not power over both. The light of this will best appear in him 
who hath paysed our monosyllables and syllables combined, both of which are so loaded with consonants, 
as that they will hardly keep company with swift notes, or give the vowel convenient liberty. 
' Jones 1600: Discussed in Heseltine 1923g: 99-100. Reproduced by Smith 1998b: 69. (My ellipsis). 
2 Warlock 1926c: 75. Dedication to Robert Jones Ultimum Vale, or Third Booke of Ayres to Henry, 
Prince of Wales. 
3 Ibid: 98-9. `Address to the Reader', Rosseter's Booke of Ayres. Heseltine claims this is by Campian. 
ýMy ellipses). 
Ibid: 101-2. Campian, `Address to the Reader', Two Books of Ayres. The First containing Divine and 
Moral songs: The Second, Light conceits of Lovers. To be sung to the Lute and Viols, in two, three, and 
four Parts: or by one Voice to an Instrument (c 1613). (My ellipses). 
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Appendix B5 Richard Barnfield's sonnet describing Dowland5 
If music and sweet poetry agree, 
As they must needs, the sister and the brother, 
Then must the love be great `twixt thee and me, 
Because thou lov'st the one, and I the other. 
Dowland to thee is dear, whose heavenly touch 
Upon the lute doth ravish human sense; 
Spenser to me, whose deep conceit, is such 
As, passing all conceit, needs no defence. 
Thou lov'st to hear the sweet melodious sound 
That Phoebus' lute, the queen of music, makes; 
And I in deep delight am chiefly drown'd 
Whenas himself to singing he betakes. 
One god is god of both, as poets feign; 
One knight loves both, and both in thee remain. 
Appendix B6 Ben Jonson's poem to Ferrabosco6 
To urge, my Iov'd Alfonso, that bold fame 
Of building towns and making wild beast tame 
Which Music had, or speak her known effects, 
That she removeth cares, sadness ejects, 
Declineth anger, persuades clemency, 
Doth sweeten mirth, and heighten piety 
And is to a body often ill inclin'd 
No less a sovereign cure than to the mind: 
To allege that greatest men were not asham'd 
Of old even by her practice to be fam'd: 
To say, indeed, she were the soul of heaven 
That the eight sphere, no less than planets seven 
Mov'd by her order, and the ninth, more high, 
Including all, were thence called Harmony: 
I yet had utter'd nothing on thy part, 
When these were but the praises of the art. 
But when I have said, The proofs of all these be 
Shed in thy songs, 'tis true, but short of thee. 
Appendix B7 John Danyel7 
Can doleful notes to measured accents set 
Express unmeasured griefs which time forget? 
No, let chromatic tunes, harsh without ground, 
Be sullen music for a tuneless heart; 
Chromatic tunes most like my passions sound 
As if combined to bear their falling part; 
Uncertain certain turns of thought forecast, 
Bring back the same, then die and dying last. 
5 Ibid: 32. Richard Barnfield's Encomium of Lady Pecunia; or the Praise of Money: the complaint of 
Poetrie for the Death of Liberalitie. This sonnet refers to Dowland. 
6 Ibid: 93-94. From the preface to Ferrabosco's Book of Ayres (1609). 
7 Reproduced in Smith 1998b: 59. In a footnote to the song Heseltine notes that it was `due to be 
published shortly by Messer J &W Chester Ltd'. 
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Appendix C 
Extracts from Heseltine's unpublished notebooks 
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Appendix C11 
This notebook includes verses written in 1919 `dedicated to the British Music Society and the Society of 
British Composers'. Most of these are fairly abrasive and include reference to Berners, Parry, Scriabin, 
Strauss, Henschel, Grainger, Vaughan Williams, Bruch, Ravel, and Stanford. For example: 
`The exceptionally tedious tune-trundler WILLIAMS (prefix VAUGHAN) 
Is one of those unsatisfactory propositions that had much better never been born. 
BUT, ON THE OTHER HAND 
Since this grisly contingency had to be 
It fell to the collective lot of Messers MAX-BRUCH, MAURICE RAVEL and SIR CHARLES 
VILLIERS-STANFORD to try and impart to the said Williams the rudiments of polyphonee'. 
Appendix C22 
This notebook includes a poem about how he finds more bounty in `one brandy bottle'. The last verse of 
which runs: 
`My music and my verse are mine 
I know myself and what my task is! 
Be off, ye syncopated swine, 
Wagner, Vituvius, Velasquez 
Swift, Shakespeare, Shelley, Socrates, 
Stern, Blake, Petronius, Casanova! 
I'll make my universe to please Jehovah'. 
Typed and dated December 1920 and signed A. C 
Myself, like jolly old' 
Appendix C33 
This notebook includes various puns: `Exorcisms, Eggs or schisms ... clere story, queer story... 
Peripatetic 
whore, the very pathetic whore, but on the other hand, the platonic whore'. 
After this is noted: `A staircase sliding by semi-tones in sevenths into a jerry'. 
Appendix C44 
This notebook includes: 
Notes about the Breton and Cornish language and syntax, and Cornish and Breton poems 
A Cornish/Breton poem translated into French 
Notes on Irish Patriotic movements 
An arithmetical progression 
Greek syntax 
The story of John Chy-an-Hur written out in Cornish, with notes about vocabulary 
Irish and Welsh vocabulary and syntax 
Poem Der König in Thule written out in full in German 
Appendix C55 
This notebook includes: 
A chronology of the Elizabethan lyric 
Various notes about Elizabethan song 
Notes on Oscar Wilde's notes on Shakespeare's sonnets and the sonnet form in general 
Rude poems 
Notes and quotes about Elizabethan and seventeenth-century poets and composers. 
Poem: Prologue to the `Vision of William concerning "Piers the Plowman"'. 
`The Peroration to Passus XVIII' 
List of myths, historical texts, and pan-European texts 
Jottings about European literary history and cross-cultural currents 
'Add MS 57967. 
2 Add MS 57796. 
3 Ibid. 




This notebook includes: 
Poem - `Prosdocimus de Beldamandis ad Fratrem Probinbalneum'. 
Various fragments of Latin poetry 
Rules for `Initial Mutations' 
Cornish language - syntax, vocabulary and jottings 
List of Yeats's poems and two versions of Warlock's setting of `Cradle Song' by Yeats 
Notes about the Cornish language 
Appendix C77 
This notebook includes: 
Hymns, such as `God be in my hede' 
Notes on Gesualdo: authorities, madrigals, rough drafts, musical examples 
Pot-boiler poems about trains which allude to sex 
Various quotes from writers about art, such as Oscar Wilde 
Page of confused notes talking about poetry 
List of songs written by Heseltine from 1916 to 1922 
List of songs to be published and not to be published 
Appendix C88 
This notebook includes: 
List of MS and titles of old English songs and part works 
List of French song titles 
Poem about an old man and sex, with a melodic musical example 
Quote by Alfonso Ferrabosco about music 
Drinking song by Hilaire Belloc 
Various notes and drinking songs 
Lists of old and early English song composers and their bawdy songs 
Chapters from Ulysses by James Joyce 
Draft of the content page for Book of Ayres Vol. III 
Appendix C99 
This notebook includes the details of instrumentation for a proposed opera The Taylor. Warlock suggest 
certain singers: `Sopranos - Gwyneth Edwards, Jules Godby; High tenors ... David Hutchinson, John 
Kentish; Baritones - Sumner Austin; Basso profundo - Norman Allen, Charles Knowles, Charles D' I f; 
Baritone (small part) Frank Sale'. 
Appendix C1010 
This notebook includes: 
List of things to read, both French and English 
Descriptions and quotes about various seventeenth-century English composers 
Copies of letters written by various English composers 
Campian's poems 
List of works by D. H. Lawrence 
List of Spanish composers 








This notebook includes: 
Lists and notes of old poets and composers 
A long quote from an old English epic poem 
Pornographic references to bestiality 
The following quote: 
`Note - How often one discovers Willie Yeats indebted for his most striking phrases (not so much his 
ideas tho' those are in a tradition, or rather several traditions) for instance - "Innisfree" (Blake) "... 
heart's core" etc - "Do not 0 do not prize your beauty at too high a rate"... anon? Elizabethan lyric - has 
suggested a whole poem - or more than one in ... 
7 words. And compare the opening of "Fiddlers of 
Dooney" with Florizel's lovely speech in The Winter's Tale "When you do dance, I wish you/A wave o'/ 
the Sea, that you might even do/nothing but that. "' 
Appendix C1212 
This notebook includes: 
Copies of old English poems and prose 
Extensive notes, quotations, poems and prose extracts from various people about alcohol, wine and 
drunkenness. These are possibly notes for a proposed book entitled Merry-Go-Down: a gallery of 
gorgeous drunkards through the ages. Collected for the use, interest, illumination and delectation of 
serious topers. 
Copy of a poem `An Oxford tutor's advice to his pupil' 
Old English poems about women 
List of participants in the Delius Festival 
Appendix C1313 
This notebook includes: 
List of songs in Giles Earle's songbook 
List of people present at an event using abusive aliases 
List of Latin words/poem tied in with the months of the year. 
Latin verse and various word-plays 
Pornographic poetry 
Appendix C1414 
This notebook includes: 
List of songs of English composers 
Pornographic poetry 
Various quotes from early English composers 
List of MS and English songs from seventeenth century and quotes 
Lists works by Charles Avison 
The following note: 
`New Shakespeare Society 1884: "A list of all the songs and passages in Shakespeare which have been set 
to music" compiled by J. Greenhill, W. A. Harrision and F. J. Furnivall (1884) 
Take 0 take 30 (31 at least, for he omits Pierson) 
Orpheus 22 (Fletcher) 
Come Love 19 (Marlow) 
it was a lover 18 
Who is Sylvia 18 
O mistress mine 17 
Sigh no more 15'. 






15 This notebook indicates that Heseltine had researched the poem `Take, o take those lips away' as he 
makes a note about the extra verse that appeared in Fletcher's Bloody Brother. 
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Appendix C15 16 
Jotted on the back of this manuscript in Heseltine's hand were the following notes which were very 
difficult to read: `When words have struck music out of him he wants to have done with them. That they 
have to be woven into the music struck him as a mistake and judging from a great many passages an 
unnecessary one ... 
"In dein Augen Schaute ich jungst is/in? " stressed. Nor would a German composer 
have written Nacht ? but would have made ? or dactyl. 
As with actual words so with whole books! Once they have given him the initial impulse to 
compose they concern Delius little further. He cannot ? comfortably on ? them far less (as ? composers 
are glad to do) allow them to carry him over his own bald patches. Sometimes they are even a little 
burdensome. Perhaps that acknowledgement is the highest tribute one may offer a musician'. ' 
As an aside to this, Warlock comments: `M &L?? Jan 29. Shelley songs written for German translation'. 
Appendix C1618 
This notebook includes various poems under the title Unnatural History - pornographic Poetry for the 
Private Perusal of Pure Minded Persons by N. [orJ M. These include: 
The Amatory Antelope 
Bullocks 
The Erotic Eel 
The Foeticidal Fog 
The Sadistic Shark 
The Promiscuous Puma 
The Phallic Pheasant 
The Obscene Otter 
The Infibulate Iguana 
For example: 
Bullocks 
You'll love to meet the buggered bull 
Whose little arse-hole's always full 
He never seems to tire a bit 
In fact he simply thrives on it 
He doesn't stop to pick and choose 
The customers line up in queues 
And as from east and west they come 
He eagerly presents his bum. 
Appendix C1719 





kethecriabendiTitus. A. Lord'. 
16 Concerto for String Orchestra in E minor by Charles Avison. Transcribed and edited by Warlock. 
Add MS 54390. 
17 Missing or indistinct words are indicated by a question mark. 




This notebook includes the following word-play: 
`BURY 
(in re necrophilosophica) 







0 Grave, where is thy Victory Ball? ' 
Appendix C1921 
This notebook includes rhyming doggerel, such as: `Pimms number one we have just begun it's as good 
as John Donne I should like quite a tun without biscuit or bun it would almost be fun, etc etc'. 
Appendix C2022 
This notebook includes rhyming doggerel and jottings such as: 
`A stands for alligators, actors and alcohol, arse-holes and ant-hills and Allsopps ales 
B stands for Barbara, Bars, booze and buggery, bitches bitumen and bald bad bawds 
C stands for Calvados... cunt, candlestick, craps-house, creme de menthes and cats'. 
`Why is it that all Irish notabilities appear to have crawled from under a well-used bed? T 
'The world is an ineffectual C minor canon'. 
`Peter War block, the pea green corruptible'. 
Appendix C2123 
This notebook includes a preface written under the pseudonym Roger A. Ramsbottom, purporting to be 
against `certain scribes who perhaps by reason of some infirmity of flesh, endeavour to toss off through 
their pens what should come naturally through their penis'. 
Appendix C2224 
This notebook includes vulgar set of limericks. For example: 
The virgin who pouted `By jingo' 
I've never yet fucked a flamingo! 
We bought him a bride 
But he fumbled and sighed 
"Here, damn it, I can't make my thing go' 
Also a series of Limericks based on painters and poets. For example: 
There was a young poet called Keats 
Who shagged every day in the streets 
He did it because 
The alternative was 
To shit every night in his sheets 
There was a young poet called Shelly 
Who much preferred bottom to belly 
He argued the former 
Was tighter and warmer 








This notebook includes another set of limericks about painters and poets including Rossetti and Watteau. 
Appendix C2426 
This includes the preface for Dildos and Fadings, a book of `Jacobean Light-o-love songs 1601-1618': 
`These excellent good songs have been excluded from the editor's miscellaneous volumes of English 
Ayres in deference to the prudish prejudices of present day publishers. They are here collected together 
and reprinted for the delectation of those who recognise the fact that healthy bawdry (the most effective 
antidote to the unhealthy prurience which has usurped its place in the respectable circles of today) is an 
integral factor in the comic literature of all ages, and that the spirit that would banish it from our song 
books would also, if it could, deprive us of our Catullus, our Martial, our Rabelais'. 
`Fain would I wed' by Thomas Campian (C 1617). `The construction of the song is of peculiar interest, the 
harmonies of the accompaniment form a recurring ground above which the voice sings what may be 
termed melodic variations'. 
`Will said to his Mammy' by Robert Jones (1609) `Will is a common Elizabethan synonym for lust, 
obstinacy. Great play is made of the word in Shakespeare's sonnets'. 
`Away, away, away' by William Corkine (1612) 
In which Warlock explains the phrase `Apes in Hell - `It was a common superstition in the reign of 
Elizabethan (sic) (the virgin Queen) that "she that dies a maid must lead a ape in hell. "... The first 
reference to it in English literature occurs in Lyly's Euphues (1586) and in Shakespeare's Taming of the 
Shrew (II. i. 34) (1594)... Shakespeare also alludes to it in Much ado About Nothing'. (I1. i. 42)'. 
`Methought this other night' by Robert Jones (1601) 
`In bars 5 and 6 and again in bars 13 and 14 there is an interesting example of triple rhythm framed in 
duple meter. Bars, in this edition, indicate the metrical structure alone, the rhythmic scheme of the songs 
is determined by the natural accents of the music which in their turn are conditioned by the sense of the 
words'. 
`As I lay lately in a dream' by Robert Jones (1610) 
In this introduction Warlock discusses the word `prick' claiming it was `pun made of two meanings. a) a 
synonym for penis ... 
b) prick-song, meaning the descant or the counterpoint (contrapunctus) to a given 
plain song; a tune noted or pricked down on paper'. He also discusses the word `Diapason: the octave 
generally used in literary comparisons as indicating the lowest note or bars of the harmony. 
So I at each sad strain will strain a tear 
And with deep groans the diapason bear 
(Shakespeare. The Rape of Lucrece, 1594)'. 
`Dainty darling' by Robert Jones (1601) 
`Dildo: It seems that this word, from being first a substitute for an improper word, came to be used as a 
proper noun denoting a substitute for the thing it formerly hinted at. Intrinsically, the word has no more 
meaning than Fa-la or Hey trolly lolly. In Shakespeare's Winter's Tale (1611) we read of Autolycus that 
"he has the prettiest love-songs for maids, so without bawdry - which is strange - with such delicate 
burdens of dildos and fadings"'. 
`Thinkest thou, Kate, to put me down? ' Robert Jones (1608). 
`This is perhaps the earliest example in English song of the special humour occasioned by the repetition 
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Appendix D2 First edition of `Take 1' 
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Take, o take those lips away. 
Andante con moto. (J. ist 
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Appendix D3 First edition of `Take 2' (E minor) 
TAKE, 0 TAKE THOSE LIPS AWAY. 
Take, 0, take those lips away, 
, 
That so sweetly were forsworn; 
And those eyes, the break of day, 
-Lights that do mislead the morn: 
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Appendix D4 Autograph MS of `Take 2' (string quartet version) 
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Appendix D6 First edition of `ST' (Ai major) 
Sweet-and-twenty 
O MISTRESS mine, where are you roaming? 
0 stay and hear, your true love's coming 
That can sing both high' and low : 
Trip no further, - pretty sweeting ; 
Journeys end in lovers meeting, 
Every wise man's son doth know. 
What is love i 'tis not hereafter ; 
Present" mirth hath present laughter ; 
Whatt's to come is still unsure : 
In delay there lies no plenty ; 
Then come kiss me, sweet-and-twenty I 
Youth's a stuff will not' endure. 
SHAKESPEARE, 
,. }" ý 
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Appendix D8 Modern edition of `SNML' 
Sigh no more, ladies 
SIGH no more, ladies, sigh no more, Men were deceivers ever; One foot in sea and one on shore, 
To one thing constant never. 
Then sigh not so, but let them go 
And be you blithe and bonny, 
Converting all your sounds of woe 
Into Hey nanny, nonnyl 
Sing no more ditties, sing no mo, 
Of dumps so dull and heavy: 
The fraud of men was ever so 
Since summer first was leavy. 
Then sigh not so, but let them go 
And be you blithe and bonny, 
Converting all your sounds of woe 
Into Hcy nonny, nonnyl 
SHAKESPEARE 
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Appendix D10 First edition of `PRT' 
Pretty ring time 
IT 
WAS a lover and his lass, 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 
That o'er the green cornfield did pass, 
In the spring time, 
The only pretty ring time, 
When birds do sing, 
Hey ding a ding ding ; 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 
. 
Between the acres of the rye, 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 
These pretty country folks would lie, 
In the spring time, 
The only pretty ring time, 




love th spring. 
This carol they began that hour, 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, 
How that a life was but a flow r 
In the spring time, 
The only pretty ring time, 
When birds do sing 
Hey ding a ding ding ; 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 
And therefore take the present time, 
With a hey and a ho and a hey nonino, For love is crowned with the prime 
In the spring time, 
The only pretty ring time, 
When birds do sing, 
Hey ding a ding ding ; 
Sweet lovers love the spring. 
SHAKESPEARE 
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fr Swell 
--j3r ýý The words and original melody of 'Peer nobis nascitur' are In a Trier MS. of the fifteenth century. 
There are many variants, given in Zahn, Droves, and Baomker; a German translation ('Uns Ist 
geborn ein Kindelein') is printed by Spangenberg 1544, In the Mainz Cantuol, 1605. and elsewhere. 
The melody In this form is In PIoe Cantiones. 1582 (see note to No 141), and the words are from 
the version of Mone (Lateinische Hymnen). who prints the Trier form. 
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Appendix D13 First edition of `Mockery' 
Mockery 
WHEN daisies pied, and violets blue, And lady-smocks all silver-white, And cuckoo-buds of yellow hue 
Do paint the meadows with delight, 
The cuckoo then, on every tree, 
Mocks married men, for thus sings he: 
Cuckoo I 
Cuckoo I Cuckoo 10 word of fear, 
Unpleasing to a married ear I 
When shepherds pipe on oaten straws, 
And merry larks are ploughmen's clocks, 
When turtles tread, and rooks, and daws, 
And maidens bleach their summer smocks, 
The cuckoo then, on every tree, 
Mocks married men, for thus sings he: 
Cuckoo 1 
Cuckoo 1 Cuckoo 10 word of fear, 
Unpleasing to a married ear I 
SHAKESPEARE 
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